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“You cannot stay on the summit forever;
you have to come down again. So why
bother in the first place? Just this: What
is above knows what is below, but what is
below does not know what is above.”
-René Daumal ‘Mount Analogue’

Greetings from
Steering Committee 2017

About FOP
The Week:
3 States • 5 Nights Under the Stars • 43 Trips
87 Leaders • 431 First-Years
4368 Tortillas • Countless Memories

The Mission
To provide group adventure-based experiences that promote
the development of social support and self-awareness for firstyear students and leadership development for members of the
Harvard community.
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From SC ’17
Welcome to the Fuzzy Cheesecake, FOP’s
annual newsletter! Every year, the Steering
Committee sets out its goals for the coming
year, and we wanted to use this newsletter as
an opportunity to let you know about ours.
We all decided to be part of this wonderful
organization, and to take on this exciting opportunity to shape the direction of the organization, because we love FOP deeply and
believe in the magic that it provides for firstyears and leaders alike. But we acknowledge that there are many ways FOP could
improve as an organization. In this spirit, we
decided that one of our main goals for the
program this year would be improving inclusion and accessibility along a number of
different axes.
We are so grateful for the work that previous SCs have already done to advance this
goal. This includes the fact that this past year,
for the second year in a row, we were able to
match the percentage of financial aid offered
by the College. This feat means that FOP
can be financially accessible to all incoming
students, regardless of their economic background. There is still work to be done, however, to make sure that incoming first-years,
especially first-generation students and students from the highest financial aid tiers, are
aware of the availability of financial aid and
that the price tag of FOP isn’t a barrier for
them.

But in addition to economic
accessibility, there
are many other
170 FOPpers
areas in which we
receiving aid
have to improve.
183 FOPpers
We realize that
receiving aid
the wilderness is
138 FOPpers
not always a welreceiving aid
coming place for
everyone, and to
counteract this,
139 FOPpers
111 FOPpers
we are trying to
receiving aid
receiving aid
redefine what the
“outdoor”
part
of FOP means,
including expanding the types of trips we ing to freshman entryway study breaks to
offer. This past year, we pioneered the cabin talk about becoming a FOP leader, and long
trip, a site-based trip which brought 20 first- term ones, like hosting events with other oryears to the Harvard Forest and provides a ganizations on campus to talk about the way
more accessible exposure to the outdoors that issues of diversity and inclusion maniwithout sacrificing community formation fest themselves in the context of both the outand self-reflection.
doors and college.
We also acknowledge that, just as it is
There are many other ways FOP can be
important to have a diverse class of FOP- more accessible and inclusive—this was just
pers, it is also important to have a diverse a summary of a few of the ways we are tryclass of leaders that is willing to talk about ing to advance this goal. We all sincerely beand wrestle with issues of identity and inclu- lieve in the power of FOP to be a truly magision. To that end, we have launched several cal, transformative experience for incoming
initiatives to reach past the “FOP bubble” in first-years and leaders alike, but if it isn’t that
soliciting applications from potential FOP experience for everybody, then it is our imleaders—both short term initiatives, like go- perative to address that.

News Clips

“As students on colleges nationwide debate diversity
issues and the experiences of minority students, FOP
will need to continue to think critically to develop
creative solutions to diversifying its leader and
participant populations.”

http://bit.ly/2gGHjhD

“Harvard’s First Year Outdoor Program piloted a less
intensive week-long trip this summer intended to
encourage more minority students to participate in the
popular freshman orientation program—part of a larger
effort to address ongoing issues with the program’s
diversity.”

http://bit.ly/2gGqep8
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From the Director
Coz Teplitz
2016 has been a year of substantive
change for FOP. This spring, we were honored to receive a generous gift from Karen
Gordon Mills ‘75, MBA ‘77 and her husband,
Barry Mills, parents of former FOP leader
and Steering Committee member George
Mills ‘15. Part of their gift establishes the
First-Year Outdoor Program Access and Opportunity Scholarship Fund, an endowed
fund that will provide financial assistance
for students wishing to participate in FOP.
An endowed fund has long been part of our
strategy toward removing financial barriers
to participation in FOP, and we are delighted that FOPpers will soon benefit from this
new fund. In addition, their gift will support other FOP programming, including our
new programs designed to make FOP more
welcoming to a broader variety of students.
“Our goal is for any student to have the opportunity to participate, “ says Barry. “Flattening the opportunity curve at Harvard is
really important.” I couldn’t agree more,
and I’m excited to see what our new financial resiliency will allow us to do.
As I just mentioned, we also piloted new
programming this year. In an attempt to
provide a FOP option for students not interested in a traditional backpacking or canoeing experience, we teamed up with the
Harvard Forest to offer a trip on their property. The students slept in the dorm-style
accommodations available at the Forest.
During the day, they learned about the central Massachusetts landscape from a variety
of perspectives. Prof. Don Pfister’s mushroom foraging trip was immensely popular.
Other activities included
a day with noted historian Laurel Thatcher
Ulrich exploring the colonial history of the Forest, a service project at
the nearby Farm School,
a day hike of Mt. Monadnock, and more. The trip
was a big success and has
reinforced my belief that
the magic of FOP requires
just three components:
(a) a small group in (b) a
new setting that (c) experiences shared challenge. We are working on
finding other, new avenues we can deliver
these elements in ways that welcome more

students into the FOP family. We are still
working, so please send us ideas if you have
any!
These initiatives - along with the continued success of our traditional trips - have
led to continued growth for FOP. This August, we welcomed 431 first-years, a 10% increase over our record from last year. Our
program has long had the goal of being
open to as many students as possible, and
we seem to be making real progress toward
that goal. As the Steering Committee mentions in their letter, such growth also carries
an obligation to provide positive experiences for as many people in our community as
possible, especially for the newcomers. I’m
proud that we’ve tried to look open-eyed at
our own successes and failures in that respect. We certainly have a long way to go.
However, the Steering Committee and I are
committed to working as hard as we can to
help our program keep moving forward - to
move as close as possible to
the “magical” program we
all hope to be.

Stories from our
FOP Leaders:
My FOP trip this year
LOVED talking about
poop. From long-distance
phone calls to five-star ratings, we filled our days of
hiking by swapping proper
squatting techniques and brainstorming affectionate names for our trowel. Towards
the end of our week together, I remember
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pulling aside one of my FOPpers who was
feeling particularly anxious about meeting
new people in college. When I asked him
what he thought he would take away from
the trip, he responded by summing up FOP
and its friendship-making magic better than
I ever could: “Being in the woods just breaks
down so many barriers to entry! When you
can talk about poop so openly, what can’t
you talk about?”
—Minnie Jang ’18
On the last day of FOP 44’s trip this year,
we stayed at a beautiful camping ground
near Sunapee, New Hampshire. Our FOPpers were pretty tired, so we were lucky to
only spend about an hour hiking and then
use the rest of the day for a picnicky lunch,
letters to self, and a relaxing camp set-up
and dinner. We decided (at the urging of our
FOPpers) to make use of the campground’s
fire pit, and so for about an hour our foppers ran around collecting dry wood while
my co-leader Matt and I worked on dinner.
(For awhile the fire seemed like it wasn’t going to happen, but our [fairly incompetent]
FOPpers got really committed to the process
and somehow got it going. We’re still confused about how that happened.) I stopped
paying close attention to what they were doing until our quietest FOPper asked me for
the Swiss Army knife—turns out, she was
trying to turn some p-cord and one of the
pieces of wood for the fire into a crossbow. I
let Matt know she seemed to be developing
a plan to kill us all in our sleep, and we decided to let her keep working at it. Against
all odds, she was successful. (Harnessing the
power of fire AND basic weaponry? OUR
FOPpers, some of the most blister-prone

people I had ever encountered??) I’m lucky
to have a great souvenir from our trip, in the
form of a minute-long video on my phone of
Matt making pasta while our FOPpers sing
“Frozen” songs in a circle, the quietest one
of them in the background shooting sticks
at trees. I definitely wanted our FOPpers to
get some independence and college survival
skills out of the trip—I guess I just didn’t realize exactly what forms those would take.
—Maeva O’Brien ’18

Staying Excellent
Thomas Dingman, Dean of Freshmen
Brands come and go (you only have to
think of Kodak and Oldsmobile to know
that). Harvard, in contrast, has done yeoman
work to stay at or near the top of colleges
and universities across the world for years
and years. It has maintained that position,
most think, by constant self-scrutiny and a
willingness to adapt to changing times.
FOP, in my mind, has shown the same
thoughtful review of its philosophy and
practices, and been prepared to make adjustments. Just this year it added a cabinbased trip in the Harvard Forest in order to
enhance its appeal and reach out to incoming students wanting to engage with ecological research and encounter a bit less rigor.
Early indications are that the add-on was a
huge success. I have heard from a number of
students grateful for the experience. One in
particular, Michael Scherr, wrote to me:
The cabin-based trip, and the close community it helped to create, gave me some of my
closest friends at Harvard and was the single
most positive experience in my transition to
college. As someone with little experience
hiking, it was a great relief to find out that,
with the exception of a few very manageable
day-long hikes, our activities consisted of
mostly small, group-oriented games. Being
in a new social environment can be daunting and the relaxed nature of the cabin trip
contributed positively to my social confidence. Rather than being preoccupied with
the physical challenges of a hike, I was able
to focus solely on getting to know the twentytwo other students I was with, three of whom
were our upperclassman leaders who provided unique insight and advice on being a
student at Harvard.

The new option also had the benefit of
getting students and faculty together outside
of the classroom. This is currently a top goal
of the College Dean’s Office. Students need
to see faculty as real human beings from
whom they can learn not just the content of
a course but how to conduct one’s life. And
faculty, when given the opportunity, seem
consistently to draw motivation from their
interactions with students. Laurel Thatcher
Ulrich, 300th Anniversary Professor, said of
her experience in the Forest offering: “For
me, spending the day at the Harvard Forest
with incoming students was a perfect way
to end the summer and begin a new year of
teaching. Their enthusiasm was a tonic!”
Congrats to FOP for not being complacent and for considering new ways to
achieve their time-tested goals. The innovation for 2020 will clearly help to keep FOP
the preeminent program that it is.

More From Our FOPpers:
“I had such an amazing experience and really enjoyed getting to know everyone on
my trip. Making such great friends, and
having the opportunity to discuss life and
our upcoming journey to start college was
so reassuring. In discussing my fears, and
even aspirations, I felt so much more comfortable and prepared to start my college
experience.”
“My group experienced a level of bonding
that I don’t think could be replicated under
any other condition.”
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“My favorite part of FOP was that it was
simply a time to focus on myself. Before
going to college, you’re focused on friends,
family, and the stress of going to school.
Once you get to Harvard, you’re caught up
in the Opening Days Craziness. FOP was a
nice opportunity to just focus on myself for
a little bit.“
“The connections that developed throughout the trip were some of the realest, most
genuine interactions I’ve ever had with people. The setting of the outdoors and the lack
of awareness for the restrains of time and
technology, were only strengthening the intensity of each moment experienced. “
“The people on my trip stand out most. It
was amazing to share an experience with
such a diverse, passionate, and collaborative
group of people.”
“It was everything I could of asked for and
more. From my FOP leaders, to my fellow
FOPpers, to the people we met on the trail,
to the peaks we climbed during the day, to
the activities we had at night, to the creative dinners we ate with all of us huddled
around the food.”
“I’m glad I had the time to consciously appreciate nature and have an adventure before classes started.”
“It gave me a group of people in my incoming class that I was already very close to, so
I was never alone in my first few weeks here
while I was still in the friend-making process.”

x

FOP Supporters FY16
Thank you to all of our donors!
Lead Donors
Karen Gordon Mills & Barry
Mills

FOP Summit Team
($5000 and up)

Anonymous
Michael Kaufman & Barbara
Alpert
Pamela & George McNamara
Daniel A. Michalow
Seevak-Pearson Fund of the
Easy Bay Community Foundation
Charles F. & Claudia S. Wu

FOP Climbers
($500-$4999)
Google
Kristin & Alex Livingston

Walter Philip & Jo Ann Beh
Maria Hoyt & Stephen Douglas
Cashin
June M. Gerken
Amy C. Justice
Kathleen McDonough & Joseph
Zolner
Molly Narens Ross

Roland & Debra Sauermann
David Thomas Stern
Susan Bagnoli Truman

Richard N. W. Wohns MD &
Marie Lauritano Wohns

Cumrun Vafa

FOP Explorers
($100-$249)

William J. & Ann P. Weber

Naida S. Wharton

FOP
Trailblazers
($250-$499)
Christopher Paton Chesney
Theodore Eric Chestnut
Kathryn Cosgrove
Robert & Jan DeAngelo
Michael R Epstein
Richard C. Gibson & Cynthia
L. Wick
Elizabeth L. D. & Mark H.
Hindal
Catherine Elizabeth Jampel
John Hancock Financial Services, Inc.
Beth A. & Donald G. King
Christopher L & Claire Svetlik
Mann
Jessica, Laura Ross
The Guests at the Wedding of
Emily Orlins and Edward
Traver

Anonymous
Susan & Thomas Balding
Elizabeth Ardys Bayliss
Daniel G. Becerra
Harold S. Bernstein & Patricia M
Foster
Katherine Field Bidwell
Duncan R. Blair
William M. & Suzanne M. Blood
Heather Corbally Bryant
Lynn Buckvar-Keltz
Acheson H. Callaghan Jr.
Edythe Carter
Joel & Jeanette Clinkenbeard
Caroline E. Covington
Ryan Wakelee Davies
Mary Ellen Doblecki
Rafael Escalera-Rodriguez & Margarita Montoto-Escalera
Michael D Esch & Victoria A
Judson
Tracy Fulop
Geoffrey S. Gage
Eldon V Greenberg
Guy Gullick
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Lynn Huang & James Chen
Ann Lorraine & Collier Kirkham
William & Cynthia Truesdale
Krause
David Winslow Latham
LinkedIn Corporation
Sarah Whiting Macdonald
Michael C. K. Maii
Mary Dudley McCarthy
Laura McGiffert Slover
Neil & Riddhima Mehta
Jennifer Nan
Michael R Pontrelli
Neil F. Rosenberg & Julie Jackson
Carol & John Santoleri
Robert Sauermann
Darlene M. Sheehan & Steven B.
Cohen
Galina & Yakov Sheynberg
Kenneth K. & Karen M. Shimozaki
Cheryl Ellen & A. John Silver
Gregory Will Soghikian MD
Howard S. Stein
Maxwell Storto
Michael J. Tchou
Coz Teplitz & Laura Ostapenko
James A Traver & Marguerite A.
Conan
Gor Mau Tsang & Fun Fun Cong

Wilhelmina Hildegarde
Ulbrich
Caroline Vernick
David J. Worley & Bernadette
Marie Drankoski
Anne Yahanda & Alan M.
Garber
Theresa & Stephen Yarri

FOP Support Team
(Up to $99)
Michelle Louise Aitken
Jennifer Tomlin & Mark J.
Albanese
Linda F. Barth
Michael Aaron Baskin
Brent Bell
James Alan Belmont & Joyce
Kinoshita
Kristin A. Bevington
Grace L. Chen
Miriam B. & Aaron Russell
Cohen
Barbara & Douglas Criss
Abigail Donaldson
Emily C. Donaldson

Mary, Michael & Kevin Einkauf
Michael P. Etzel
Virginia Colwell Fahs
Matthew Guertin Fee
Liana Hudson Fixell
Louisa French
Emily Rebecca Gantt
David E. Geist
Glenn Gibbs
Anna Greenberg
Yi Han
H. Louise Hindal
Tessa Huxley
Deborah Johnson & Robert B.
Thompson
Mary Allison Jones
Marilyn M. & Theodore H.
Koenig
Gavriel David Kohlberg
Gordon Thomas Kraft-Todd
Ellen Chaffin Levenson
Suzanne C. Lippert & Eric
Hallstein
Kristine S. & Caroline Lowe
Claire M Madden
Lisa S. & Burnham Henry
Martin

Kathleen Elizabeth Morrow
McKee
James B. Moses
John Andrew & Mary Margaret
Nousek
Nicholas Philip Orenstein
Matthew Thomas Ozug
Jennifer White Pennoyer MD
Pamela Bertoli Rai
Luis Romero & Patricia Lommatzsch-Romero
Antoinette Elsa Rose MD
Sarah Beatrice Rosenberg-Wohl
Jonathan Rosenthal
Antonio Rossmann
Gary & Margaret Sartin
Andrew Seo
Justin Matthew Sherlock
Michelle Ann Sirois
Marin Towne Smith
Chana M. Solomon-Schwartz
Marianne C. Stanis & Mike Baur
Ben Taxy
Michael Campbell Taylor
Sarah B. Thach
Elizabeth Helen Thompson
Karen & Gregory Wall
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Rebecca Leah Walzer
Marius & HaiBin Tang Wechsler
Jennifer L. Weigel & Arthur E.
Chin
Anne P. Welsh
Jean Morison Williams & Nicholas Gilmour Grant
George Zisiadis

In-Kind Support
KIND Snacks, Inc.
OTTO Pizza
Hi-Rise Bread Company

